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SHOULD YOU HIRE? YES! 
Analyzes technology trends,  

human resources needs and market 

demand to plan projects. Acquisi-

tion of engineering personnel.

As an engineering manager, you’ve 

got a tough job. Not only do you have 

to be a competent engineer in your 

own right, you also need management 

chops. And how do you get those?  

Formal training and experience, for the 

most part. But a growing number of 

mechanical engineering job postings 

ask for management skillsets not often 

taught in the classroom. What’s the 

best way to mentor a young engineer? 

How do you stay on top of emerging 

 technology trends? You could ask 

around, or you could simply browse  

this field guide. We wrote it for you.

C O N T E N T S

KEEPING UP WITH  
ENGINEERING AND   
MANUFACTURING  
TECHNOLOGY
Keep abreast of the latest technol-

ogy developments to ensure the 

company sees available opportuni-

ties for technical improvements in 

products and services, and/or cost 

reductions.

ONBOARDING JUNIOR  
ENGINEERS
Develop subordinates through 

leadership and mentoring including 

the creation of clear goals, objec-

tives and performance metrics. 

Guide and mentor engineers 

through the use of proper tools in 

all problem-solving situations. 

MENTORING JUNIOR  
ENGINEERS
Coach and mentor Mechanical 

Design Engineering staff to deliver 

excellence to every internal and 

external customer. Create clear 

goals, objectives and performance 

metrics.

PLANNING FOR  
WRONGNESS
Schedule and lead periodic internal 

design reviews with engineering 

staff. Schedule and lead periodic 

external design reviews with other 

key departments and/or customers. 

Ensure new designs are validated  

and tested to all requirements. 

SHOULD YOU HIRE? NOPE.
Perform manpower planning and  

forecasting for personnel

MUST-READS
A few posts that we didn’t write but 

wish we had.
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Keeping Up with 
Engineering and 

Manufacturing Technology

Often, the difference between companies that 

persevere and those that perish is how deftly they 

navigate technological change. Yet dealing with 

such relentless change may seem overwhelming, 

if not a little depressing. Nevertheless, in all things 

engineering and manufacturing, technology is 

more important than ever. How do you build a 

group that stays current? I answer your antici-

pated questions below.

Which technologies matter most to my  

business, and more importantly, how the heck 

do I keep up?

Managing engineering and manufacturing 

technology is a leadership challenge, and often  

a difficult one. Conventional IT organizations may 

be preoccupied with generalist concerns or may 

be altogether out-sourced, leaving your engineer-

ing technology strategy flapping in the breeze.  

No help there. Even dedicated engineering 

tools groups found in larger organizations is not 

enough to manage the technology tide. Specifi-

cally staffing for every relevant tech is impractical, 

not only for being prohibitively expensive, but 

because you can’t possibly predict what’s coming 

Technology waits for no one. Now more than 

ever, the accelerating pace of technological 

change is both an opportunity and a curse. 

Technology is the engine that drives product 

improvements, cost reductions, and market 

expansions. But tech is also a source of great 

disruption, cultural strife, and the occasional 

robotic uprising.
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down the pipeline. Not everyone has an obedient time-travel-

ing cyborg to warn them about disruptive mimetic poly-alloy.

So before you pull your hair out dissecting the finer points of 

the internet of things, things of internets, hybrid cloud, PLM, 

or titanium laser sintering and what it means for your busi-

ness, set expectations properly. Keep in mind that managing 

technology strategy is all about managing the unknown.

Well that’s just great. How am I supposed to manage  

the unknown?

You must allow your organization to develop an intrinsic  

flexibility to adapt, and that requires both identifying and 

harnessing technological intuition.

What are you talking about?

Technological intuition is the capacity for someone to dis- 

cover and adapt to new technology and is a combination of  

attitude and innate talent, much like writing or singing. While 

anyone can train to improve, many are just naturally gifted. 

Chances are you already know who those individ-

uals are - they’re your go to people when things 

go wrong. Or they might be the guerilla rebels 

of any Shadow IT. You’ll find them at any level of 

your organization, in a variety of roles. The key to 

technology management is giving those select indi-

viduals both a voice and additional responsibility.

Ok, Ed. How do I give select individuals both 

a voice and additional responsibility at my 

company?

Thanks for asking. Here are some suggestions on 

how to do exactly that:

•	 Make technology advocacy part of some-

one’s job description. You’re looking to marry  

technological enthusiasm with first-hand 

knowledge of how you’re getting work done  

in the trenches today. Find people in your 

organization with these qualities and recruit 

them to actively participate in tech decisions 

above their regular duties. You will benefit 

from their fresh, unfiltered perspective and 

they will appreciate the additional respons-

ibility and career opportunity. Win-win.  

YOU MUST ALLOW YOUR ORGANIZATION TO 
DEVELOP AN INTRINSIC FLEXIBILITY TO ADAPT.
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In special cases, you may make technology their entire  

job description. They will become your tech strategists 

going forward. 

•	 Build a technology SWAT team. Provide both the means 

and budget for the individuals above to regularly partici-

pate in cross-functional teams for discussing new tech-

nology topics. Make sure to have a moderator skilled in 

diplomacy, and give them a specific directive to match  

new innovations with real business problems. 

•	 Provide a direct, regular conduit to senior leadership.  

Reserve a place for representatives of your tech SWAT 

team at higher-level meetings, so you can tie higher level 

business challenges with possible technology solutions 

not otherwise visible to the management team. That can 

be a challenge for a traditionally hierarchical organization; 

but there’s no need to migrate fully over to an autono-

mous collective, or an anarcho-syndicalist commune. 

Splitting an executive meeting between an inclusive con-

versation about operations followed by a managers-only 

session on more sensitive issues works exceptionally well. 

•	 Budget for experimental pilot projects. Evaluating tech-

nology on paper is often insufficient. There’s work to  

be done in separating reality from marketing and that  

requires experimentation and iteration.  

In other words, provide a means to try new 

technologies before committing to them.  

The best way is to pilot new processes or soft-

ware within a limited scope. More importantly, 

understand that tolerance for failure needs to 

exist. Not everything pans out as anticipated.

It’s true managing technology correctly can bring 

additional cost, but the potential costs for not 

adopting the right technologies going forward 

could mean life or death for the business. There’s 

certainly a balance to strike between current and 

future needs. Just keep an eye on those robots.
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Onboarding  
Junior Engineers

As a manager, here are four things you can do to 

help junior engineers complete their transition 

from student to full-time engineer.

1. Communicate expectations

Be clear about your expectations for your new hires, 

especially recent graduates. On the engineer’s first 

day, set up a meeting to go over what you expect 

of them. Points to discuss might include:

• The junior engineer’s role in the company and 

their day-to-day responsibilities.

• Learn what your junior engineers hope to gain 

from this experience and what areas of their 

professional career they want to explore.

• Identify key areas of knowledge that you 

expect your engineer to have a firm handle on. 

This will help them to understand if they need 

to brush up subjects like Heat Transfer or  

Mechanics of Materials that might be appli-

cable to their current position.

Having clear expectations will set the tone of your 

young engineer’s relationship to the company and 

how they contribute to your organization.

Most junior engineers have just spent the last 

four years in school toiling away on problem 

sets, engineering projects, and examinations  

all	for	the	glory	of	becoming	a	fully-fledged	

engineer. But there’s a difference between the 

perception of what it’s like to be an engineer 

and what it’s really like to work as one.
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their experience and learning with their peers. It also gives 

them a safe space to complain about you (sorry). 

Integrating your junior engineers into the team instills a 

strong commitment to the company and the team that will 

pay in dividends down the line.

3. Create an environment of encouragement and  

exploration

To a recent graduate, entering a career in engineering can be 

intimidating because there is so much to learn. Create an en-

vironment of openness where your junior engineers are free 

to explore. To do this, you can try the following:

• Encourage your junior engineers to ask any question they 

might have during discussions. Recognize that they have a 

limited experience with topics like quality assurance and de-

signing parts for manufacturing so walk them through these 

details when applicable. There is a difference between 

learning a topic from a textbook and applying it in real life. 

• Give constructive feedback. Junior engineers will make 

mistakes that will be avoided with experience. Use these 

moments as teaching opportunities to educate your young 

engineers.

2. Make them part of the team

A lot of engineering knowledge is gained from the peo-

ple around you. To take advantage of all the knowledge 

your team has, get your junior engineers acquainted 

with the rest of the team. There’s a million ways to 

make the new engineer feel part of the team sooner 

rather than later. Here’s a few:

• Introduce them to their immediate team and other 

people they will be working with. 

• Assign mentors. The more experienced members 

of your team have a lot of knowledge to share with 

your junior engineers. For example, a draftsman 

with over thirty years of experience can look at an 

engineering drawing and point out its every flaw. 

Share this knowledge in your organization by  

pairing experienced engineers with your junior 

engineers.  

• Use the buddy system. Junior engineers can learn 

from each other as well. They can help each other 

get up to speed with the company and processes 

as well as answer each other’s questions. Plus, this 

provides an avenue for junior engineers to share 
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themselves out there so they learn to be leaders and push 

a project to completion.

The worst thing you can do to quash enthusiasm is to give 

these junior engineers mind-numbing work. Your organiza-

tion has plenty to gain from a young engineer who is fired up 

and ready to get things done.

It’s all about value

At the end of the day, it’s all about creating value. By invest-

ing the time and resources to onboard a junior engineer, 

your organization benefits from having a smart, well-trained 

engineer in its ranks who will help you build better products 

faster. It’s not about coddling new hires, it’s about making 

sure you get the most out of your talent investment.

• Set a weekly check-in. These will allow you to under-

stand how your junior engineer is adjusting to their 

new surroundings and the challenges they are going 

through. It is an opportunity to give them feedback 

on their performance. You should highlight the things 

that they have done well and what they can improve.

By allowing your junior engineers to explore in an en-

couraging environment, they will get up to speed faster 

and make greater contributions to your team.

4. Give them responsibilities

Junior engineers are hungry to make an impact. When 

appropriate, give opportunities for junior engineers to 

take on more responsibility by doing the following: 

• Train a junior engineer to fulfill a need at the  

company. For example, your company has spent 

months trying to find someone to do quality man-

agement. Instead of hiring someone new, educate 

your junior engineer on ISO-9000 and other stan-

dards that create value for your organization. 

• Find projects where a junior engineer can take the 

lead. Give your junior engineers the chance to put 
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How to Mentor 
Junior Engineers

This guide will help you by explaining:

• How to get started as a mentor

• What junior engineers look for in a mentor

• How to find the right junior engineer to mentor

• Tips for a successful mentorship

• Why Managers Should Mentor Junior Engineers

Why managers should learn how to mentor 

junior engineers

It’s simple. If you work with engineers within  

your organization, then you’ll be creating more 

helpful, satisfied employees. If you work outside 

your organization, then you’ll be increasing your 

professional network and building relationships 

with potential future hires. Either way, being  

a good mentor is important to your career and  

satisfaction as much as it is for the person  

you’re mentoring.

A 2009 study by the National Center for Biotech-

nology Information (NCBI) found that mentor  

relationships “enhance helping behavior, situ-

ational satisfaction and attachment, and interper-

sonal relationships … job performance and deter-

ring withdrawal behavior.” You can develop your 

As a manager, you are at a point in your  

career where you have experienced success 

and can share your learnings with others. 

This	is	the	first	step	to	becoming	a	mentor,	

so congratulations! Finding success as a 

mentor is another story.

B Y  S A R A  S I G E L
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fined goals and expectations, respect for each other, equal 

commitment and reciprocity, shared values, and empathy.

This determines if you are ready to mentor, who you should 

mentor, and how you should mentor. Worried about lack of 

experience or poor communication skills? We recommend 

that managers first reach out and find a mentor of your own. 

It will increase the likelihood that you are prepared to mentor, 

enhance your skill set, and build your network amongst your 

peers and those who are where you want to go. When you  

do start mentoring, you will continue to learn from mentees 

as you work to together to create opportunities and tackle 

challenges.

What Junior Engineers Need in a Mentor

Junior engineers are looking for someone from whom they 

can learn. The New York Times and Forbes highlight what you 

should bring to the relationship.

What Managers Need in a Mentee

It is just as important for you to find a mentee with the best 

qualities. When picking who you would like to work with as a 

mentor, look for junior engineers that are proactive, interest-

ing to you, and respectful of your time and advice.

interpersonal and communication skills, which are  

not part of the learned skill set for more engineering 

programs, while you strengthen your network  

and company.

How to Get Started as a Mentor

Set yourself up for success by knowing what a pro-

ductive mentor relationship looks like. Another NCBI 

study and countless articles identify the important  

features of a successful mentoring relationship: de-

• Clear expectations

• Shared values

• Mutual respect

• Reciprocity

• Personal connection

ELEMENTS OF MENTOR 
RELATIONSHIPS

Successful At-Risk

• Personality differences

• Lack of commitment

• Competition - real or 

perceived

• Poor communication

• Mentor is inexperienced

http://humanresources.about.com/od/coachingmentori2/qt/formal_mentor.htm
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3665769/
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/12/25/business/worldbusiness/25iht-workcol26.html?_r=1&
http://www.forbes.com/sites/jacquelynsmith/2013/05/17/how-to-become-a-great-mentor/
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how to do something. Tactical advice or micromanaging 

isn’t as helpful as offering your experience in similar situa-

tions and getting them to consider their options.

7. Build models and frameworks. Teach them the questions  

they should ask to problems and their causes. This will 

allow them to apply their knowledge throughout their 

career, not just one time.

8. Challenge them to push outside their comfort zone.  

Failure and calculated risks are part of being an engineer. 

Focus on giving them constructive criticism that helps 

them learn from their mistakes.

9. Be their advocate. A big part of being a mentor is opening 

the right doors for your mentee. If they want you to rec-

ommend them but you don’t feel comfortable, give candid 

feedback about what they need to work on for you to 

make the introduction.

10. Remind them of the big picture. Encourage mentees to 

target opportunities to avoid burnout. A failure to priori-

tize can lead them to neglect other areas of their lives.  

An imbalance will begin to affect their career long-term 

and be counterproductive.

10 Tips for a Successful Mentorship

Follow these guidelines curated for you from top 

research and business articles focused on creating the 

best mentor relationships.

1. Set goals for what you both want to accomplish.  

Express your goals clearly and openly to help set 

expectations at the beginning.

2. Know their weaknesses. Find out their limitations 

as early as possible. Your work as a mentor will  

be helping them strengthen these. Warn them  

of potential pitfalls that most inexperienced  

engineers make.

3. Encourage them to create a network of mentors. 

This will help them gain perspective and will de-

crease the chance of burnout in the relationship 

from asking too much from one person.

4. Be accessible. This is more important in success 

than you would think and can be as simple as  

emailing and calling when you can’t meet in person.

5. Listen more than you speak. Really focus on what 

they’re saying to you and ask good questions.  

This will build empathy and prepare you to present 

your point of view.

6. Be a guide and not a supervisor. Avoid telling them 

JUST LIKE BEING A GREAT ENGINEER, BEING  
A MENTOR IS A CONTINUOUS PROCESS.

http://www.forbes.com/sites/quora/2011/08/30/q-what-are-the-most-important-attributes-of-a-successful-mentor-and-protege-relationship/
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Every Manager Should Work to Become a Great Mentor

Just like being a great engineer, being a helpful mentor is a 

continuous process. Start off as a mentee, then take your 

learnings into your first mentorship. You’ll learn more with 

every new mentor relationship. Make sure you both have 

the same level of commitment and shared career values. The 

mentee should drive the agenda and you should help them 

build the frameworks they need to find success. This requires 

a lot of communication and interpersonal skill, which is a pow-

erful tool for every manager. You will both benefit by growing 

your networks and gaining experience in solving problems.

• They know their  

career goals

• They show promise  

professionally and  

personally

• They show interest in 

learning and feedback 

 

• They have the confidence 

to drive the agenda and 

schedule meetings

• They are good listeners

• They are prepared

• They are respectful of 

timelines and follow 

through on promises

• Someone they respect 

and trust

• Someone who listens and 

lets them talk openly

• Someone willing to offer 

constructive criticism

• Someone who prioritizes 

mentee’s goals

• Someone committed to 

progress and meeting 

regularly

• Someone with experience 

who creates opportunities

• Someone who they  

connect with personally

• These are traits that you 

can grow into as you  

mentor. To be successful, 

keep these ideals in mind 

as you offer guidance and 

advice to your mentees.

GOOD MENTORS / MENTEES

Which junior engineers make the best mentees

Who should mentor junior engineers



A Manager’s Guide
to Being Wrong

Why you can’t be right the first time.

Most of us learned a traditional approach to 

creating products. Somebody (marketing, sales, 

an executive) hands over the requirements, which 

drive design, which then drive implementation. 

If anything goes wrong, you can probably blame 

that initial requirements document.

Just look at the research. In this case study of 11 

companies, authors found that only 2 companies 

had a clear product strategy at the front end. And 

product definition was almost always shaky when 

the companies began development.

“All the companies in our study realized the pivot-

al importance of the early product definition,” the 

researchers wrote. “Yet most had failed to gener-

ate clear, stable definitions.”

It wasn’t lack of rigor or caring that led to those 

unstable requirements, either. Rather, it was tech-

nology and markets shifting that made it “impos-

sible for some companies to freeze product defi-

nition.” But while everyone knew this would lead 

to problems (and costs) for the company, very few 

Product development experts seem  

obsessed with “getting it right the first time,”  

and grand statements about failure and  

options. But the truth is, all teams experience  

setbacks. The difference between the winners 

and the losers is that one team plans for it,  

while the other team can’t believe this is  

happening to them (again).

B Y  C A T H E R I N E  M C C L I N T O C K
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managers planned for change even if they could have seen it coming.

So, add failure to the mix.

Once you embrace the idea that requirements don’t last, or that 

any number of other things can go wrong, you can build being 

wrong into your processes. That’s what both agile development 

and design thinking try to do.

Agile development is a group of methods adopted by the software 

industry to guide the fast-moving process of building software.  

According to Wikipedia, “It promotes adaptive planning, evolution-

ary development … and rapid and flexible response to change.”

How? By breaking work down into smaller iterations, with fre-

quent product releases. That way, the team can get real-world 

feedback faster and earlier. The next iteration incorporates that 

feedback, so that the product gets closer and closer to target, even 

if requirements weren’t clear or even correct up front.

The agile manifesto, which lays out the principles of this method, 

not only expects change, it leverages it: “Welcome changing re-

quirements, even late in the cycle,” it preaches. “Agile processes 

harness change for the customer’s competitive advantage.”

Not everyone agrees that agile development can be adapted to 

physical products. But the principles may offer 

hope for any manager who’s tired of surprises 

during product development.

Capture your failures.

When we talk about these methods that embrace 

getting it wrong the first time, what we’re re-

ally saying is that they allow managers and their 

teams to learn from failure.

This is where data management can be useful, 

too. As teams change and time passes, it’s easy 

to lose track of what decisions were made—and 

why. Learning from failure isn’t just analyzing your 

mistakes, it’s making sure you don’t forget them.

With a data management solution, you can stash 

old design ideas, rejected prototypes, and failed 

tests with your successful product designs too.

Design thinking is an approach to innovation that 

also expects team members to get it wrong at 

first. Closely associated with the Institute of De-

sign at Stanford University, design thinking meth-

ods help participants circle in on a solution over 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Agile_software_development
http://agilemanifesto.org/
http://blog.grabcad.com/blog/2014/05/14/pros-cons-agile-hardware-product-development/
http://dschool.stanford.edu/
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time. And in many cases, it demands innovators embrace failure 

before they can succeed.

Design thinking roughly follows a cycle of Empathize >  

Define > Ideate > Prototype > Test. Failure comes up in several 

of these stages:

• The ideation phase is like most brainstorming sessions. The 

goal is to generate as many diverse ideas as possible in a short 

amount of time. Design thinking experts warn that fear of fail-

ure is the biggest obstacle to success.

• For designers, prototyping should be quick and dirty. Stanford’s 

Design Thinking Bootleg (pdf) encourages designers to fail 

quickly and cheaply. “This allows them to test a number of ideas 

without investing a lot of time and money up front.”

The testing phase offers designers one more change to get it 

wrong. The Bootleg says: The test mode is an iterative mode in 

which you place your low-resolution artifacts in the appropriate 

context of the user’s life. As you iterate between prototyping and 

testing, the Bootleg says, “Prototype as if you know you’re right, 

but test as if you know you’re wrong.”

And learn from other people’s failures, too.

Some people say that failure is a gift. But if you want to skip a few 

life lessons on your way to success, you can learn 

from others’ mistakes:

FailCon is a conference held around the world 

that features successful technology, business, and 

design entrepreneurs talking about their failures. 

“How can you predict what will work and what 

won’t?” asks the conference website.  “Well you 

can’t. But that doesn’t mean you should stop try-

ing. It just means you should start exchanging sto-

ries of what didn’t work and how you pivoted….”

If you’d prefer to stay home, TEDTalks offers this 

playlist of videos of very successful people who all 

got it wrong the first time.
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Should You  
Hire New 

 CAD Help? No!
One alternative would be to look closely at how 

efficiently your current team operates. You might 

be surprised to find out that with just some 

changes to your processes and tools, you’ll create 

the capacity you need for handling the new bigger 

workloads without hiring new CAD help.

Here are five places to look for that extra capacity:

1. The Engineering Change Order (ECO)  

Process.  ECO’s consume one-third to one-half  

of engineering capacity. There are two ways  

you might be able to reduce the efforts that go 

into ECOs.

First, look at how defects and enhancements  

are managed. Most companies use online forms 

and routing systems to identify, assign, track, and 

sign off on changes. Increasingly they’re using  

the PLM system to manage the process too.  

Make sure your process is clear and the right 

team member is changing the right thing at the 

right time.

Another key to reducing change orders is to 

reduce errors before they’re created. Rework 

Business is good and you’re anticipating a big new 

project. The development team seems stretched,  

and you think it might be time to add headcount.  

But as a manager, you know that finding the funds 

and approval for a new employee is rarely easy.  

And nobody wants to hire someone today, only to 

have to lay him or her off 6 months from now when 

the current projects wrap up.

B Y  C A T H E R I N E  M C C L I N T O C K
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is time consuming and expensive. Explore CAD tools that 

ensure the models your team sends out for prototyping and 

manufacturing are as robust as possible. Sheet metal and 

simulation/analysis tools are good examples of technologies 

that lead to more stable models downstream. Depending on 

your vendor, some of these capabilities might already be in-

cluded in your CAD software. In other cases, you may benefit 

from purchasing extra technology.

2. Requests for Proposal Bids. If your company bids a lot  

of jobs, especially in response to RFPs, your engineers may  

be spending considerable time doing “spec” work. That is, 

they may be using engineering time to create models to 

include in bids, many of which may never turn into jobs or 

finished projects.

Here’s where PDM, an extra seat of CAD software, and a  

little training can help. Assuming a non-engineer is respon-

sible for developing bids at your company, that team member 

could be using a company PDM system to access existing 

designs. Most major CAD systems now also include Direct 

Modeling functionality, a method of changing models that 

doesn’t require updating history trees or parameters. So  

with a seat of his or her own software, the bid manager  

can make changes without being a seasoned CAD pro.

3. Design Reviews. The design review is an 

important milestone during the product develop-

ment cycle. But it can also sap a lot of time from 

good engineers. In fact, some CAD vendors say 

that engineers attend an unbelievable 17 to 57 

reviews each month.

Look closer at what it takes for a developer to 

prepare for a meeting. Are team members using 

up time to take screen captures and prepare Pow-

erPoints? How often? While you may not want to 

reduce the number of reviews, you can explore 

technologies that make preparing for them faster.

Generally, these are tools that make working with 

large assemblies fast, as well as viewers that the 

review team can use to load, inspect, measure, 

mark up, and share model data. All the major CAD 

systems offer some of these tools. If you prefer to 

stay CAD agnostic, download GrabCAD’s simple 

and free 3D viewer.

4. At the Very Start. In a recent article, I wrote 

about the value of designing for reuse. Most new 

products are built on the shoulders of existing 

designs. Some estimate that “only about 20% of 
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an OEM’s investment is on new design, while about 80% is on 

the reuse of existing products, with or without modification.” 

Make sure your team is optimizing its opportunities for reuse 

from the very beginning of a project, if not before. In some 

cases, a good re-use strategy can take weeks of a design cycle.

5. In Front of the Desktop or Workstation. You may be  

updating your software regularly, but are your developers 

using the newest features and capabilities you just paid for? 

Often, when I talk to engineers, they say they have new and 

more efficient technologies, but they haven’t had time to  

integrate them into their everyday work.

It might pay to give team members some time to explore new 

product training. For seasoned users, everything they need  

to know is probably free online already. It’s the time that’s 

missing. (Hm, maybe this belongs in part 2 of this series,  

“Hire New Help? Yes.”)

I hope this has given you some things to think about as you 

challenge your team to do more with the same number of 

people. Next time, I’ll tell you why you probably ought to hire 

someone new anyway.
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Should You  
Hire New 

 CAD Help? Yes!
1. Your team is probably over capacity already. 

According to Stefan Thomke and Donald  

Reinertsen, two authorities in innovation and 

product development, most companies are slow-

ing themselves down by trying to do too much.

In their 2012 Harvard Business Review article, 

Six Myths of Product Development, they write: 

“In our experience with hundreds of product 

development teams, we have found that most 

were significantly overcommitted. To complete all 

projects on time and on budget, some organiza-

tions we worked with would have needed at least 

50% more resources than they had.”

The problem comes from managers who ap-

proach development like manufacturing, the 

authors say. If a designer has a little free time, you 

ought to fill that time up with new project work 

right? But development doesn’t work that way. 

In fact, you could add 5% to the workload of your 

engineers and end up doubling the time it takes 

them to complete a project!

Why? Where manufacturing is repetitive and 

Previously, I argued that instead of hiring  

new headcount for the CAD team, managers could 

grow capacity by updating technologies and pro-

cesses. But the truth is, you should look for more 

help anyway. Here are three good reasons why.

B Y  C A T H E R I N E  M C C L I N T O C K
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2. Help doesn’t have to be more headcount.

One way to get help quickly is to seek out an engineering ser-

vices firm or an independent contractor. These consultants 

specialize in helping companies that have come up short on 

time, people, or expertise to do a job.  

And the good news is that you don’t have to commit to a long-

term relationship (read: no layoffs if the market tanks later). 

Most are happy to work on a project-by-project basis.

While this solution may seem to cost more than simply  

hiring a regular employee, the benefits can be profound.  

A consultant can bring expertise you don’t have in house.  

I’ve talked to contractors who specialize in government 

regulations. Others bring deep knowledge of manufacturing 

methods, while still others offer materials expertise.

Because independents work for multiple companies and  

often have decades of experience, they can bring industry 

skills to your project that you can’t easily find or develop 

within your own walls.

3. Hiring new help is an investment in the future.

No matter your industry,  forward-thinking companies  

need a pipeline of young talent. Recent graduates can bring  

predictable, development work is highly variable and 

unpredictable. If the whole team works at full capac-

ity, delays become amplified. The feedback loop (think: 

design reviews) slows down as everyone is too busy 

with their own projects to attend to others, and it’s 

harder to respond to evolving market needs. Nobody 

has time to play with different design ideas. And worst 

of all, with tight schedules, nobody has room to fail. In a 

major blow to innovation, the team will do what’s safe 

rather than what’s innovative.

In short, figuring out ways to get the team to do more 

work may make you less productive than you are today.

The authors acknowledge that advances in CAD, mod-

eling, and simulation help companies develop better 

products in less time and at lower cost. At the same 

time, they advise that for best results, anywhere you 

see employees working at better than 70% capacity, 

it’s time to get more help.
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technical fluency and fresh ideas to the team. And they’re  

going to fill the vacancies left as older professionals retire.

Where’s the urgency?

An April report from ABC News says that US employment 

is making a comeback, adding 238,000 jobs in the previous 

quarter. And, the report adds, “Many employers … can’t find 

people with the right skills.”

Manufacturing is among those companies that are rebound-

ing. In an interview (pdf) with University of Pennsylvania’s 

Wharton School, Hal Sorkin of BCG consulting says:

“In 2011 and 2012, we projected manufacturing wouldn’t 

return to the U.S. in full force until 2015. I’m glad to say that 

we were wrong. Hundreds of companies [are already bring-

ing] back manufacturing to the U.S. We can identify 300 to 

400 different companies that have done this, not for patriotic 

reasons but because it’s just good business.”

Small business blogger Peter S. Cohan offers 

perhaps the most jarring reason of all to hire new 

product development help: “If you don’t have ‘A 

players’ hired or in the recruiting pipeline, there’s 

a danger that your competitors do.”

Bottom line: Optimize your  technology, and then 

hire new CAD help. Do it now—while the talent 

is still out there and before your team is too 

stressed to work effectively.
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5 engineering 
manager 

must reads

1. Manage Projects and Get Organized Online 

Here are 16 tools for your project management problems 

from the guys at SolidSmack. Collaborate, plan and manage 

to your hearts content. Read the full article. 

2. CAD is the Least of Our Problems, Part 1 

This post from CADalyst describes how CAD management 

is changing and what new skills you will need. Be prepared 

with a little help from Robert Green. Read the full article. 

3. Bringing ROI and Project Management into  

Everyday Life 

Are you considering social, infrastructure, knowledge, and 

brand in your ROI decisions? Shawn Wasserman from Engi-

neering.com explains why you should. Read the full article. 

4. Open or Closed Innovation? 

Develop3D presents the pros and cons of keeping R&D 

in-house versus looking outside the company for IP through 

open innovation, along with a few emerging trends. Read 

the full article. 

5. Managing Projects Half a World Away 

Engineer to Leader writer Steven Cerri describes the pit-

falls of working with a remote team or contractors. Learn 

how to avoid them to get great results.  Read the full article.

You don’t have a lot of free time— 

it takes a lot of energy to bring in 

a product on schedule and budget. 

So, we put together a few posts 

every engineering manager must 

read to make their jobs easier.

B Y  S A R A  S I G E L
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For more insightful topics covering 

PLM and PDM news, CAD info and 

models, open engineering and more, 

check out the GrabCAD blog.

http://blog.grabcad.com/
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